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K U B O TA 4 W D D I E S E L U T I L I T Y V E H I C L E

The RTV-X1140 converts from a 4-passenger vehicle to a 2-passenger RTV with
an extra large cargo bed and an industry-leading cargo capacity.

When the going gets tough,
get a Kubota RTV-X1140.
It's no secret that Kubota have been a
long term seller of diesel utility vehicles in
Europe. After all, they've set the standard for
ruggedness and reliability year in, year out.
Able to fit up to four passengers,
the new Kubota RTV-X1140 is improved
throughout to give you the best performance
and comfort across a range of jobs.
Whether it is crew or cargo you
need to move, the RTV-X1140
allows you to rearrange the cargo
bed into either additional seating
or extra cargo space in 3 easy
steps. When it’s cargo that needs
hauling, flip up the seat and fold
down cargo bed; the RTV-X1140
now has industry-leading cargo
capacity and a standard hydraulic
bed-lift that makes short work of
dumping tasks.
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From industry-leading cargo capacity to comfortable seating for four adults.
Three simple steps that can be performed easily by just one person.

[ K-vertible ]
TM
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Reposition the sides of the bed
Swing the front side panels of the cargo bed
towards the back of the bed and fold down the
front panel.
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Reposition the cargo bed
Lift the front of the cargo bed and secure it.
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Reposition the protective
screen and bench seat
Move back and secure the protective screen
with back rest. Finally, lower and secure the
bench seat. Reverse these three steps to
restore the RTV-X1140's full-length bed.

Standard Hydraulic Dump
Bed

Two-person seating
configuration

Four-person seating
configuration

Dump sand, gravel, turf, or just about anything you
can think of, from the RTV-X1140’s whopping, 0.54 m3
/ 0.28 m3 (two-seat and four-seat configurations,
respectively) capacity cargo bed. An easy to operate
lever activates this hydraulic bed lift system whilst
the machine is in either two or four person
configuration.
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TOUGH
Kubota diesel engines - Power when and
where you need it.
Even when the trail disappears, you can
rely on the RTV-X1140's powerful 24.8
HP diesel engine to keep you moving
forward. Kubota-built and trail-proven,
these 3-cylinder liquid-cooled diesel
engines have a well-earned reputation
for dependable performance even in the
harshest terrains.

VHT-X

(Variable Hydraulic Transmission)
Kubota has more experience in variable hydraulic
transmissions than any other Utility Vehicle
manufacturer.
Kubota's advanced VHT-X offers a wide
torque band and large oil cooler that boosts
performance and durability.
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Front & Rear
Independent
Suspension
Regardless of the terrain or load, independent
suspension on all four wheels ensures a truly
exceptional ride. Kubota’s Extra Duty IRS
(Independent Rear Suspension) technology also
sets a new standard for durability.

Dynamic Braking
You'll feel more secure, especially when
traversing down long inclines, knowing that
dynamic braking is providing additional braking
power and greater driving control.

20% Larger, ClogResistant Radiator
High Ground Clearance
The new X1140 raises the bar on ground
clearance—to a full 285mm with 205mm of
suspension travel—letting you glide over the
bumps rather than through them.

Open the hood, and you’ll find the radiator and
air-intake located high and up front, where the
air is cleaner and cooler. This improves both
radiator performance and simplifies maintenance.
Kubota’s wide fin pitch design minimises,
clogging, further improving radiator performance.

Limited-Slip Front Differential
True 4-wheel drive with a limited-slip front
differential and a locking rear differential help
reduce wheelspin to a minimum, giving you
greater control and a smoother ride on rough or
muddy terrain.
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Prepared to transport cargo and/or passengers comfortably and with ease.
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MORE FEATURES

A variety of standard and optional features to let you work
productively and travel comfortably.

Alloy Wheels (optional)
You’ll travel in style with these good-looking,
machine-polished alloy wheels. Clear Coating
helps keep them bright and shiny.

Pole-free access to the
entire cargo bed for easier
loading from the sides.

More Comfortable
Rear Seat
More legroom for the backseat passengers means
more comfort and less fatigue, especially on long
journeys. Your crew will arrive fresh and ready for
action.
Towing
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Towing Capacity 1
Newly Designed ROPS
Standard two-inch hitch receivers at the front and
back let you tow up to 1,000 kg of gear.

Cargo Bed Capacity
This heavy-duty steel cargo box can carry up to
500kg (extended bed) and 300kg (shortened bed) of
tools, firewood, gear, supplies etc.
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The poles at the rear have been eliminated for a
cleaner look and easier cargo loading from the sides
in the 2-seat configuration. A 5th pole has been
added in the rear middle of the frame to ensure the
same high level of ROPS performance that meets the
SAE J2194 and OSHA 1928 ROPS standards.

C

COMFORT

A whole new experience in driving comfort.

60:40 Split-Bench Seats

Power Steering

Digital Meter Cluster

The split-bench style seat is ergonomically
designed to provide hours of riding comfort.
The driver’s side is adjustable fore and aft.

Responsive hydrostatic power steering gives you
the control you need to tame any terrain. The
steering wheel is tilt-adjustable, allowing you to
set the optimum angle for your driving style.

Bright, with large, easy-to-read indicators, this
digital meter cluster keeps you informed of all
critical driving conditions, including speed, hours,
and miles traveled. An Overheat Alarm (light and
audio) helps prevent engine damage.

Easily Accessible
Parking Brake

Glove Box

Under-Seat Storage
Compartments

The parking brake is conveniently located on
the dashboard for easier access as well as more
legroom.

A large glove box on the passenger side provides
fast access to critical tools and personal effects.

Large compartments under the split-bench
provide plenty of additional storage space for
tools, tie-downs and personal items.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Body color
Engine

Transmission
Gear selection
Max. traveling speed
4WD system
Steering
Brakes
Suspension

Ground clearance
Headlights
Occupant Protective System (OPS)

Dimensions

Weight
Towing capacity
Payload capacity
Cargo bed

Fuel tank capacity
Sound rating at operator's ear at max rpm
Tires
Front guard design
Alloy wheel (not available with TURF tire)
Hydraulic bed lift

Make
Type
Displacement
Net power
Cooling system
Battery

cc
kW (PS) /rpm

mph (km/h)
Front differential
Rear differential
Front / Rear
Parking brake
Front suspension
Front suspension travel
Rear suspension
Rear suspension travel
Front
Rear
Tubular overhead structure
Seat belts
Certification
Length
Width
Height, overall
Front tread centers
Rear tread centers
Wheelbase
Turning radius

Material
Width x Length x Depth
Volume
Bed height (unloaded)
Cargo bed load
Dumping system

Front and rear

mm
mm
mm
mm

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
m
kg
kg
kg
mm
m3
mm
kg
L
db. (A)
ATV

RTV-X1140
RealTree®* AP Camouflage
KUBOTA D1105-E4-UV
3-cylinders, 4-cycle, diesel, OHV
1123
17.8 (24.2)
Liquid
670 CCA
Variable Hydraulic Transmission (VHT-X)
Hi-Lo range forward, neutral, reverse
0-25 (0-40)
Limited-slip differential
Foot operated differential lock
Hydrostatic power
Wet-disc brakes
Rear wheel, hand operated
Independent, Dual A-arms with adjustable spring preload
205
Independent with coil over shock
205
285
240
Two 37.5 watt halogen
50.8 steel tube
2-point
SAE J2194 and OSHA 1928 ROPS
3610
1605
2025
1280
1280
2495
5.2
1075
1000
739
Steel
(Long) 1465 x 1300 x 285 / (Short) 1465 x 660 x 285
(Long) 0.54 / (Short) 0.28
900
(Long) 500 / (Short) 300
Hydraulic power lift
30
84
25x10-12, 6-ply
Center, bumper and lens
Option
Standard

*"Realtree®" is a registered trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd.
The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice. This brochure is for descriptive purposes only. Please contact your local Kubota dealer for warranty and safety information.
The values in “Ground clearance” and “Weight” are those of the machine equipped with the tires in the table above. Some RTVs in this brochure are shown with optional accessories. For off-highway use only.
Photograph taken on closed driveway for demonstrative purposes only.
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ACCESSORIES & ATTACHMENTS
Please visit your local dealer or www.kubota.co.uk for more details

Exterior Accessories

Functional Accessories

• Alloy Wheels

• Backup Alarm
• Front/Rear Mud Guard Kit

Canopy kit

• Front/Rear CV-Joint Guard Kit

• Roof (by Curtis)

• Rear Drawbar

• Windscreen (by Curtis)

• Front Coupling

• Tail Lamp Guard

Kubota Genuine and
Approved Parts
for maximum
performance,
durability and
safety

• Rear Ball Hitch
• Extended Oil Dipstick
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